
All set for Ochi Explosion 

Laing Events Management boss Jevaughn Laing is at it again with his mainstream event Ochi Explosion. This exclusive
beach event is slated to take place at Pearly Beach, Ocho Rios 

 

According to Laing, this is the premier event in the tourist resort and he will be pulling out all the stops to ensure that the
event does not fall short of the exceptional package that was offered last summer. "This is the number one event in Ocho
Rios and last year we had the likes of Aidonia, Popcaan, Tommy Lee, Konshens, Black Ryno and a few others. For this
year's staging, we have decided to step it up a notch and make the event Rumfire mixed-drinks inclusive and have less
artistes on the bill to accommodate an exclusive party atmosphere," said Laing.     
  Adding, "the concept of the event for the newbies is one that patrons can attend and enjoy 50 per cent of musical
selections from the discjocks and also 50 per cent of world- class performances from some of dancehall's finest."      So
far, the likes of Aidonia and Sizzla Kalonji have been confirmed on the line-up and two other artistes are set to sign off
this weekend.      "Apart from switching the event to a Rumfire mixed-drinks inclusive event, we have also changed the
venue to Pearly Beach. Kudos to Margaritaville and the staff, they are like family, but changes had to be made due to
circumstances beyond our control. Pearly Beach is an exquisite venue with much more space for the patrons to enjoy
themselves comfortably as the previous one was packed to capacity," said Laing. 
 
   Admission to enter Rumfire Ochi Explosion on Saturday, June 22 will be $1,500 presold, $2,000 at the gate and $3,000
exclusive VIP. Females that enter the venue before 9 p.m., will pay only $1,000.      "An additional change to the event is
that we have implemented the presold ticket system and we encourage patrons to go out early and get their presold
tickets to avoid the rush at the gate on the night of the event because this will be a phenomenal event. These presold
ticket outlets are: Millers Liquor Store (St Ann), Blingers (Ocho Rios), Total Gas Station (Ocho Rios), Xtras Mall Plaza
(Kingston) and Petcom Dunrobin gas station (Kingston)," Laing noted.      In closing, Laing encouraged everyone to
support. "On June 22 there is only one place to be and that is Rumfire Ochi Explosion and do not forget that: 4
exceptional dancehall artistes + 4 world-class discjocks = 1 prestigious event".       
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